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Abstract
We propose and study a nutnber of layer methods for Navier-Stokes equations
(NSEs) with spatial periodic boundary conditions. The methods are constructed using
probabilistic representations of solutions to NSEs and exploiting ideas of the weak sense
numerical integration of stochastic differential equations. Despite their probabilistic
nature, the layer methods are nevertheless deterministic.
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1. Introduction
The importance of Navier-Stokes equations (NSEs) for various applications is undisputed
and there is a significant need for efficient direct numerical simulation of NSEs. The theory
and applications of NSEs can be found, in e.g. [3], [4], [I I], [13], [30], [31]. The commonly
used numerical methods for NSEs include finite element methods (see, e.g. [6], [7], and [8]),
finite difference schemes (see, e.g. [6], [7], and [32]), spectral methods (see, e.g. [2], [6], [7],
and [26]), multilevel methods [4] and [32].
We consider the system of NSEs for velocity v and pressure /? in a viscous incompressible
flow:
— + iv, V)v + Vp - —Aw = / , (I.I)
as 2
divu = O. (1.2)
l n ( l . I H I - 2 ) w e h a v e - r < ^ < 0, JC G W',v € R", / e R",and/7 is a scalar. The velocity
veetor u = ( u ' , . . . , u")^ satisfies the initial conditions
vi-T,x) = (pix) (1.3)
and the spatial periodic conditions
vis, X + Le¡) = vis, x), i = ],...,n, -T <s <0. (1.4)
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Here {e,} is the canonical basis in M" and L > 0 is the period. For simplicity in writing,
the periods in all the directions are taken the same. The function / = fis,x) and pressure
p = p(s,x) are supposed to be spatially periodic as well. The system of NSEs (1.1) is
autonomous and, consequently, its solution does not depend on a time shift. The choice of
the interval [—T, 0] is convenient for probabilistic representations of the solution to problem
(1.1)-(1.4) after a simple change of variables.
We deal with NSEs in the primitive variable formulation. In this respect we recall [13],
[32] that making use of other unknowns, such as the vorticity and stream function, can be
advantageous in some special cases, e.g. in two dimensions or when vortices play a key role.
In this paper we propose and study layer methods, which exploit probabilistic representations
of solutions to NSEs. We introduce function spaces required, recall the Helmholtz-Hodge
decomposition, and give the probabilistic representations in Section 2. Layer methods for
semilinear and quasilinear partial differential equations (PDEs) of parabolic type were proposed
in [14], [19], and [20] (see also [18]). A layer method for NSEs was first proposed in [1];
specifically, a first-order method which we briefly revise in Section 3.1.
Here we extend application of the probabilistic approach to NSEs in various directions. In
Section 3.2 we deal with the approximation of the pressure, which was not considered in [1].
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we exploit different probabilistic representations to that used in [1]
and propose new layer methods for NSEs. We also establish a relation between layer methods
and finite difference schemes. In Section 4 we exploit geometric integration of stochastic
differential equations developed in [17], [22], and [23] (see also [18]) in order to construct the
corresponding new layer method. We propose and study a second-order method for NSEs in
Section 5. In Section 6 we use the results of [15] and [16] to construct a new first-order layer
method specifically adapted to the case of small viscosity a^. We discuss implementation of
the proposed layer methods in Section 7. Results of some numerical experiments on a simple
test model of laminar flow from [29] are presented in Section 8.
In this paper we deal with NSEs with periodic boundary conditions (1.1 )-(l .4). NSEs with
no-slip boundary conditions are treated in [21].
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall the required function spaces [3], [4], [11], [30], [31], [32] and write
probabilistic representations of solutions to NSEs.
2.1. Function spaces and the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition
Let {e,} be the canonical basis in W. We shall consider spatial periodic n-vector functions
uix) = iu\x),..., M"(JC))"^ in E": M(X -|- Le,) = uix), i = 1 , . . . , n, where L > 0 is the
period in the /th direction. Denote by ß = (0, L)" the cube of the period. Of course, one
may consider different periods L i , . . . , L,, in the different directions. We denote by L^(ß) the
Hubert space of functions on Q with the scalar product and the norm
f
iu,v)=
We keep the notation | • | for the absolute value of numbers and for the length of n-dimensional
vectors, for example.
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We denote by W¡¡iQ), m — O, 1 , . . . , the Sobolev space of functions which are in
together with all their derivatives of order less than or equal to m, and which are periodic
functions with the period Q. The space W!¡iQ) is a Hubert space with the scalar product and
the norm
1 = 1 \a'\<m
where a' — ia\,..., a,',), a'- € { 0 , . . . , m), [a'] = a\ -\ h a¡¡, and
n«' - n"i n< - ^'"'' ; _ ,
u ^ tj, • • • u,, = : T, I — I,..., n.
3(j»: ' )«i •--dix")<
Noic that UliQ) = I?iQ).
Introduce the Hubert subspaces of H^"(!2):
V^ = [v: veWJliQ), divü = O}, m > 0,
Vy^  = the closure of V'^ ;', m > 0 in ^
Clearly,
V^' = the closure of V^ 2^ ¡n H^ ' (ô ) forany m2 >m\.
Denote by P the orthogonal projection in W",iQ) onto V "^ (we omit m in the notation P
here). The operator P is often called the Leray projection. Due to the Helmholtx-Hodge
decomposition, any function « e H'J(Ô) ean be represented as
u = Pu-\-Vg, á\\ Pu =0 ,
whereg = g(jc) isascalarQ-periodic function such that Vg e M^"(Ö). It is natural to introduce
the notation P^u := Vg and, hence, write
u- Pu-\- P^u
with
P-L« e ( V p - ^ = {v:v^ H ; ( Ô ) , V = Vg].
Let
uix) = YI un^^^''^'^^"''^^ Six) = J2 g„e'i2./OC«..), g^ 3= 0,
neZ" neZ" ,„ n
be the Fourier expansions of«, g, Pw^and P^u = Vg. Herewn, iPu)„, and iP^u)„ = ^
are n-dimensional vectors and the gn are scalars. We note that gQ can be any real number,
but for definitencss we set gQ = 0. The coefficients iPu)„, (/'•'•«)„, and gn can be easily
expressed in terms of ««:
uJn I ^ .2n uJn
I«P ^ ^ "«' (2.2)
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We have
y t) ^ J(2n/L){n,x) j ^ .
L '
hence, i<„e'(^''/^)("-') e V " if and only if («„, n) = 0. It follows from here that the orthogonal
basisof the subspace (¥'")•'" consists of «e'^^'^^''^^"''^\ /i e Z", n ^ 0; and an orthogonal basis
of V^ consists of tM„e'(2'f/^)("'^), /k = 1 , . . . , n - 1, « e Z", where, under n^O, the vectors
ku„ are orthogonal to n, i.e. iku„, n)=0, k— ],...,n — ], and they are orthogonal among
themselves, i.e. ikUn, mUn) = 0, k,m = 1 , . . . , n — 1, m ^ k, and, finally, for n = 0, the
vectors kuo, k = 1 , . . . , « , are orthogonal. In particular, in the two-dimensional case (n = 2),
these bases are correspondingly
M e'(2''/^ )(«.-) and [-«2J ^Í(2T//.)(«,.)_ „ = («,,„2)^. (2.3)
2.2. Probabilistic representations
Introducing in (l.])-(1.2) the new time t = —s and the new function uit,x) = vi—t,x),
0 < Í < r , we obtain
du a^
— -I-—AM-(M,V)M-V/7-f / = 0 , (2.4)
at L
divM=O, (2.5)
uiT,x) = ipix), (2.6)
uit,x + Lei) — uit,x), i = \,...,n, 0 <t <T. (2.7)
In what follows we assume that this problem has a unique, sufficiently smooth classical solution
(see the corresponding theoretical results in, e.g. [4], [11], [30], and [31]).
Assumption 2.1. We assume that the solution of problem (2.4)-(2.7), iuit,x), pit,x)) has
continuous derivatives with respect to t and x up to some order for x eW, 0 < t < T.
Now we consider some probabilistic representations of the solution to (2.4)-(2.7).
Let («(f, x), pit, x)) be a solution of problem (2.4)-(2.7). For the function «(f, x), one can
use the following probabilistic representation of solutions to the Cauchy problem for equations
of parabolic type (see, e.g. [5] and [18]):
uit,x) = E[(p(T, XtAT))Qt,x,\iT) + Z,,;,,,,o(r)]. (2.8)
Here X,xis), Qt,x.qis), and Z¡^x,y,zis), s > t, solve the system of Itô stochastic differential
equations
dX = (-uis,X)-aiJ,is,X))ds-\-odW{s), X(i)=.x, (2.9)
'^ Qit)=q, (2.10)
fis,X))Qds-\-Fis,X)QdWis), Zit) = z. (2.11)
In (2.8)-(2.11), IV(i) is a standard n-dimensional Wiener process, ß is a scalar, and Z is
an rt-dimensional column vector; ßis,x) is an arbitrary n-dimensional spatial periodic vector
function and Fis, x) is an arbitrary (n x n)-dimensional spatial periodic matrix function,
which are sufficiently smooth. Probabilistic representations (A) and (B) given below and used
for constructing layer methods in the next sections are particular cases of representation (2.8)-
(2.11).
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(A) For ßis, x) = 0 and Fis, x) = 0, (2.8) gives the standard probabilistic representation
(2.12)
where X,^xis), s > t, solves the system of stochastic differential equations
dX = -uis,X)ds-\-adWis), Xit) =x. (2.13)
Let 0 = Í0 < 'i < • • • < tf^ = T be a uniform partition of the interval |0, T], and
let h = T/N (we restrict ourselves to the uniform partition for simplicity only). Clearly,
analogously to (2.12), we can write the following local probabilistic representation of the
solution to (2.4)-{2.7):
u i t k , x ) = E u i , / ,
r^' ] (2.14)
Representation (2.l2)-(2.13) is used in a number of works (see, e.g. [1], [13], [25], and the
references therein).
(B) ForyL¿(5, x) ^ Oand Fis, x) = 0, representation (2.8) follows from Girsanov's theorem.
In particular, for ßis, x) = —uis, x)/a, we have
- í (2.15)
where Xi^xis) and Qi,x,iis), s > t iQi,x,\is) is a scalar), solve the system of stochastic
differential equations
dX = a dWis), Xit) = x, (2.16)
dß = Qu'ois, X)dWis), Qit) = 1. (2.17)
a
The corresponding local probabilistic representation has the form
uitk,x) = 'E[uitk+
-
/ / ( , . ^ ( ) ) Ô , , ^ , ( ) / fi,,A)Q,,AÍ
(2.18)
(C) We can also write the following probabilistic representation of the solution to (2.4)-(2.7):
fis,X,As))ds. (2.19)
Here Xi^xis), s > t, solves the system of stochastic differential equations
dX = adWis), Xit) = x. (2.20)
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The corresponding local probabilistic representation has the form
u{tk,x) =
r /''*+i rt
- E / iuis,Xt,As)),^)uis,X,^^is))ds+ i
r'k
\
Jtk
+ E\ fis,Xt,,xi^))ds. (2.21)
tk
This representation is analogous to that used in [20] for constructing layer methods for quasi-
linear PDEs.
(D) Introduce the system of forward-backward stochastic differential equations (FBSDEs)
[12], [24]:
Here X, Y, W, f, and Vp are column vectors of dimension n and Z is an n x n matrix (we
note that we use the same letter Z in (2.11) and (2.22) for two different processes, but this does
not lead to any confusion). Let M(Í, X) be a solution of (2.4) and (2.6). It is straightforward to
prove that
du^
Xis) = X,,As), Y(s) = uis,X,^As)), Z''Jis)=a—-(s,X,^As)) (2.23)
dxJ
is a solution of (2.22). Conversely, if (X(s), Y is), Zis)) is a solution of (2.22) then
uit,x) = Yit) (2.24)
is a solution of (2.4), (2.6). Condition (2.5) is satisfied by choosing an appropriate pressure p.
In addition,
^(t,x) = -Z'J{t). (2.25)
dxJ o
One can use not only the FBSDEs (2.22) but also many others, among which is, e.g. the
FBSDEs
dX=adWis), Xit)=x,
1 \ (2.26)
X ) / ( X ) f y Z j d l Z d W ( ) Y(T) (X(T))
(
The relations between the solutions of (2.4), (2.6), and (2.26) are again given by the equalities
(2.23)-(2.25).
Connections between nonlinear PDEs and FBSDEs turned out to be mutually beneficial for
their numerics (see, e.g. [19], [20],and the references therein). An additional advantage of such
a numerical approach is the possibility of computing derivatives due to (2.25). Let us note that
in [9] regression methods for numerical analysis of BSDEs are invoked.
Below we construct a number of numerical methods based on the probabilistic representa-
tions (2.]2>-(2.13), (2.15)-(2.17), and (2.19)-(2.20)! Applications ofthe approach based on
FBSDEs will appear elsewhere.
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3. First-order methods
In this section we first revisit the firsi-order layer method for NSEs derived in [I]. Then
in Section 3.2 we consider approximation of the pressure, whieh was not addressed in [1]. In
Section 3.3 we obtain new first-order methods based on the local probabilistic representation
(2.16)-(2.18), and establish a relation between layer methods and finite difference schemes.
Section 3.4 deals with a new layer method based on the local probabilistic representation
(2.20H2.21).
3.1. A revisited first-order method
A probabilistic approach to constructing layer methods for solving nonlinear PDEs is
proposed in [14] (see also [18]). It is based on local probabilistic representations and on
the ideas of the weak sense numerical integration of stochastic differential equations. In spite
of the probabilistic nature the methods are nevertheless deterministic. Let us recall the first-
order layer method (see [1]) for constructing approximations of u{tk,x) based on the results
of[l4].
For clarity of theexposition, we consider here the three-dimensional case although everything
in this section is true for any dimension.
Let us fix k fora while and assume that the function u(tk+\, x), asa function o(x, is known,
i.e. we assume that the solution on the layer t = tk^\ is known. A slightly modified explicit
Euler scheme with the simplest noise simulation applied to (2.13) gives
, x)h -\- aVh^, (3.1)
where Ç = (Ç', Ç^,Ç^)^ and | ' , Ç ^ , | ^ are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables with the law F(Ç' = ± l ) = i , / = 1,2,3. We substitute X,^.c(/¿+i) from
(3.1) into (2.14) instead of X/^,j(í¿+i), evaluate the expectation exactly, and thus obtain
u(tk, x) = v{tk,x) -
= Pv{tk,x) -\- Pf{tk,x)h -{- P-^v{tk, X)
-Vp{tk,x)h-\-O{h\ (3.2)
where
1 ^
^ V (3.3)
and Çi = (I, 1, 1)^, . . . , ^8 = (—K — 1. — 1)^- Taking into account the fact that u{tk,x) in
(3.2) is divergence free, we obtain
uitk,x) = Pvitk,x) -K Pfitk, x)h + O(h^). (3.4)
The remainders 0{h^) in (3.2) and in (3.4) are functions ofk,Xy and h and they are of the second
order of smallness in h in the sense of the space L^(ß), i.e. ||O(ft^)i| < Kh^, where K > 0
does not depend on k and h (see a deterministic proof of this one-step error estimate within
Proposition 3.1 on the global error below). Neglecting the remainders, we get the one-step
approximations for u(tk,x) and Vpitk, x)h. The corresponding layer method proposed in [I]
(we note that / = 0 in [1]) has the form
,x)h, (3.5)
= N -\,...,0, (3.6)
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where
Knowing the expansions
it is not difficult to find «(i^, x) and pitk,x). Indeed, using (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain, from
(3.8a)
« ^ « - ^ 0 = 0. (3.8e)
For the sake of simplicity, the dependences on A: are omitted in the notation for the coefficients
in (3.8).
It follows from (3.2)-(3.3) that the one-step approximation for uitk,x) of method (3.5)-
(3.7) is of second order. Then, heuristically, the method converges and it is of first order. In [1]
the following proposition is proved (for completeness of the exposition, we present that proof
here).
Proposition 3.1. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. Let
\ûitk,x)\<K, dilitk,x)
9JC'
(3.9)
where K > 0 is independent of x, h, and k. Then method (3.5), (3.7) is of first order with
respect to the velocity u, i.e.
\\aitk,-)-uitk,-)\\<ch, (3.10)
where the constant C does not depend on h and k.
Proof. We start with estimating the one-step error of method (3.5). This error on the kth
layer (on the (A^  - k)th step) is equal to Pvitk,x) -h Pfitk,x)h - uQk, x) provided that
üitk+\,x) = uitk+\,x):
vitk,x) - P^vitk, x) -\- Pfitk,x)h - uitk, x)
1 ^
^ - P^^^'k,x)-\- fitk,x)h
q=\
-P^fitk,x)h-uitk,x). (3.11)
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Using Assumption 2.1, we expand the function uitk+\,x — uitk+\,x)h -\- oyfh^q) at(/¿, x) in
powers of/i and —u^itk^\,x)h + a-Jh^, j = 1,2, 3,and we find that the terms with -/hand
in the sum Ylq=\ "('it-i-i. x — «(/jt+u x)h + o-Jh^q) are annihilated. We obtain
r , X - « ( i * + | , X ) h + ( J g
q=\
du I 0
= M(íjt,Jc) + - - ( í j t ,^) / i - (« , V)w(íA,x)/i-}- -a'^A«(íjt,j:)/i + r(x,/i;/:), (3.12)
at 2
where
k(-»:,/i;fc)| <C/i^ (3.13)
with C being independent of ;c, /i, and A:. Since uit,x) solves (2.4), we get, from (3.11) and
(3.12),
Pvitk,x)-hPfitk,x)h-uitk,x)
= S/pit,,,x)h~P^vitk,x)-P^fitk,x)h + r{x,h;k). (3.14)
Using the orthogonality of Pvitk, x) + Pfitk, x)h — uitk, x) and Vpitk,x)h — P-^vitk, x) —
P^fitk, x)h in H^/ô) (we recall that á\wiPvitk,x) + Pfitk, x)h - uitk,x)) = 0), we arrive
at the estimate lor the one-step error:
\\Pv{ik, •) + Pfiik, •)h - uitk. Oil < C/i2.
Here the constant C does not depend on h and k.
Now we will prove the global error estimate (3.10). Denote the error of method (3.5), (3.7)
on the A:th layer as sitk,x) := «(i^, JC) — «(ijt, x). Thus, we have
üitk,x) -uitk,x)-\-sitk,x),
Due to (3.5) and (3.7), we obtain
, x)-{-Pfitk, x)h
q=\
q=\
] V Ä : | . (3.15)
q=]
Using Assumption 2.1, we obtain
uitk+\, X - äitk+\, x)h + crVft|^) = uitk+i, X - uitk+], x)h -f- aVh^q) + rkqix), (3.16)
where
la^(-t)| = \uitk+\,x - äitk+\, x)h -haVïi^q) - uitk+i,X - uitfc+i, x)h -]-aVh^(,)\
)\h. (3.17)
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It follows from (3.15) and (3.16) that
9=1
1
-t- Pfitk,x)h + g
9=1
Due to (3.3) and (3.14), we obtain
1 ^
- Y Pluitk+i, X - uitk+\, x)h +
9=1
= Pvitk,x)-{-Pfitk,x)h
, x)h
8
9=1
-h Pfitk,x)h
)h + rix,h;k). (3.19)
Application of the operator P to the left-hand side of (3.19) does not change it, while its
application to the right-hand side results in the terms from (V ,^)"*" being canceled. Consequently,
we arrive at
1
+ Pfitk,x)h = uitk,x) + Prix, h; k), (3.20)
where ||Pr(x, h; k)\\ < ||r(x, h; k)\\ < Ch^ due to (3.13). We obtain, from (3.18) and (3.20),
8 ^ 8
^ P [ i ü i ) h + V ^ t ) ] K ^ P d ) + O i h ^ ) , ( 3 . 2 1 )[sitk+i, X - üitk+x, x  a
9=1 9=1
where IIO (/i2) II <Ch'^.
Now introduce
Let us evaluate the norm
have
of the function <5(x) := £(?i+i, x
3
, x)h -\- o ) . We
1 = 1
3
1 = 1
where
yj = xJ - ü^itk+i, x)h -\- a4h.%l, ;• = 1, 2, 3.
Due to condition (3.9) on the uniform boundedness of dû' /9x-' and the fact that div M = 0, we
obtain
3x1 6x2 9x3
1 -
9x2
1 -
9x3
= 1
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Therefore,
-\-Ch^). (3.22)
Since \\P\\ < I, WC obtain, from (3.17) and (3.21) (in addition we recall thai sit fj,x) = 0),
£N =0, £k <ek+\ -\- Ksk+[h + Ch'^, k = N - \,..., \,0.
Consequently,
€k < T7(e '^ ' ' ' - l)/i, k = N,...,O.
K
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.1. We have not succeeded in deriving the inequalities in (3.9) for the approximate
solution. At the same time, verifying (3.9) in numerical experiments is straightforward. We
also note that in the case ofthe Oseen-Stokes equations
— -\-ia,V)v-\-Vp~—Av = f
OS 2
with conditions (I.2)-(l.4), where a = ait,x) is an n-dimensional vector, we succeeded in
deriving such inequalities.
3.2. Approximating pressure
Approximation ofthe pressure p was not considered in [1]. Let us proceed to this problem.
It follows from (3.2) that the one-step error of Vpitk,x)h by (3.6) is Oih^); hence, the one-step
error of Vp{tk,x) is Oih). That is why a proof of the convergence of method (3.6) requires
additional arguments. To this end, let us make use of the well-known equation
d j Í1 '
^pitk,x)^á\\fitk,x)- V •T-[itk,x)^itk.x). (3.23)
^ ^ dj:' dxJ
In [19] we constructed, in particular, first-order approximate solutions « to semilinear
parabolic equations by layer methods using a probabilistic approach. We proved there that
the derivatives dû/dx' approximate du/dx' with the order 1 as well. In all probability such a
fact is correct here. If it is so, we can easily solve (see, e.g. [30, p. 10]) the equation
^ düJ dû'
Apitk,x)=á\wfitk,x)- V -jitk,x)-^itk,x). (3.24)
•^ —'. dx' dxJ
Indeed,
L f^n 1
i^W " ÑP ? ""^ ' • '''"'"' « ^ 0, 0^ = 0.
As a result, we obtain pitk, x) which approximates pitk.x) with order 1. It is also possible
to prove in this case (i.e. assuming that the derivatives du/dx' approximate du/dx' with the
order 1) that pitk,x) from (3.6) (see in addition (3.8)) approximates p{tk,x) with order 1 as
well.
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The following result (of a less order of accuracy however) is rigorously proved, without
assuming that the derivatives du/dx' approximate du/dx' with the order 1.
Proposition 3.2. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. Let
düitk,x)
\iiittc,x)\<K,
dx' dx'dxJ
(3.26)
where K > 0 is independent ofx, h, and k. Then pitk, x)from (3.6) satisfies the inequality
\\pitk,-)-pitic,-)\\<Chy\ (3.27)
where the constant C does not depend on h and k.
Proof. Using (3.26), the error estimate (3.10) from Proposition 3.1, and Assumption 2.1,
we obtain
ü'itk,x j) - ü'itk,x-
u'itk,x-\- yh'lhj) - u'itk,x- +
where y is a positive number. It follows from (3.28) that
We have, from (3.2) (since div uitk,x) = 0, i.e. P^uitk, x) - 0),
and, from (3.6),
Vpitk,x)h = P^
Hence,
S/ipitk,x)-pitk
Furthermore, using (3.3), (3.7), Assumption 2.1, (3.26), and
divM(fi+i,x +a^/h^q) = 0,
we obtain
P^ivitk,x)-vitk,x))
1 *
= 0,
Huitk+\, X - uitk+], x)h -\- a , x - «(it+i, x)h
q=\
h
,X
- û^itk+\,x)—üitk+\,x -f
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
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where \\Oih'^)\ < Kh'^. From (3.30), (3.31), (3.10), and (3.29), we obtain
\\'^{p{tk.x)-pitk,x))\\<Kh^^\
whence (3.27) follows.
We observe that we have two ways of finding the pressure: either as a result of projeetion
(3.8) or via solution (3.25) of problem (3.24). Computationally, the second way is slightly more
expensive, but one can expect that it results in a more accurate approximation of the pressure,
though both approximations are of the same order of accuracy in h.
3.3. New first-order methods based on the probabilistic representation (2.16)-(2.18)
Using the probabilistic representation (2.16)-(2.18), we consider three new first-order
methods. It is interesting that two of them are closely related to standard finite difference
schemes.
The first of these layer methods is based on a slightly modified explicit Euler scheme with
the simplest ncwse simulation applied to(2.16)-(2.17), i.e.
X,^,Atk+\)=x + aVh^, Qt,.x,\itk+\) ^  I --H"^(í*+|,x)^/ft^ (3.32)
where Ç is the same as in (3.1). Approximating Xi^^xih+\) and Ô/A.JT.IC'A+I) i" (2.18) by
and o/i.x.i(íA+i) from (3.32), we obtain
vitk, x)
o
(3.33)
where
1 ^
vitk,x) = E[uitk+i,X -{- (jVh^)l'^Mtk+\,x) = -Y^uitk+i,X + a^^^)^Juitk+], x).
(3.34)
It is useful to bear in mind that i;(/i,x) = aVhiuitk+i,x), V)u{tk+\,x) + Oih?^^).
Using the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition and taking into account the fact that div «(
X + ajh^^) = 0, we obtain, from (3.33)-(3.34),
Pvitk,x) + Pfitk,x)h
ö '—' ' O"
q=\
P^vitk,x) + P^fitk,x)h - Vpitk,x)h + Oih^),
a
whence
- gi-j" *+'' '^  or *^ '
q=\
,x)h = P-^vitk,x)-\- P^fitk,x)h-\-O{h^). (3.36)
o
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Based on (3.35)-(3.36), we propose the following method:
üitN,x)=<pix), (3.37)
, x)h, (3.38)
Ö o
9=1
Vpitk,x)h = P-^vitk,x)-\-P-^fitk,x)h, k = N -\,...,0. (3.39)
a
Here
1 *Z! V J i , x). (3.40)
g
Due to (3.35), method (3.37)-(3.38), (3.40) has the one-step error of order 2. Analogously to
Proposition 3.1, it ean be proved that this method eonverges and is of first order. As to the
pressure, it can be evaluated according to (3.39), and, under the corresponding assumptions,
inequality (3.27) holds and the diseussion before Proposition 3.2 is also valid here.
We note that the praetical realization of method (3.37)-(3.40) is simpler than that of (3.5)-
(3.6). Implementation of layer methods in the eonsidered periodic case relies on the Eourier
expansions (3.8). The realization of (3.5)-(3.6) requires substituting one Fourier expansion into
another to compute (3.7), while evaluating (3.40) in the layer method (3.37)-(3.40) requires
only multiplication of two Fourier series (see the further diseussion in Seetion 7).
Let us diseuss a relationship between layer methods and finite difference methods. For
simplicity in writing, we give this illustration in the two-dimensional case. It is not difficult to
note that the two-dimensional analog of the layer approximation (3.38) can be rewritten as the
following finite differenee scheme for the NSEs:
üitk,x)-ilitk+\,x)
h
4h
H — '-
4h
P i , x)-\-Pfitk, x) (3.41)(x-s/h
with
vitk,x) _ _| M(fit+i,x' -\-aVh,x^ -{-aVh)-ûitk+],x^ - a
a-Jh ' 4a-s/h
=
4a ^  h
M ( i / t + | , x ' - C T V ^ , X ^ - t - V
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As one can see, ü(/;t+i,-^) on the right-hand side of (3.41) is evaluated at the nodes
ix\ x'^) and (^' ± o-Jh, x^ ± CTV/I), which is typical for a standard first-order explicit finite
difference scheme with the space discretization step hx taken equal to CTV^ and h being the
time discretization step.
Tf in the weak approximation (3.32) we choose a different random vector^ taking the values
Ç, = (V2, 0)"^, 2^ = ( - A / 2 . 0)"^, Ç3 = (0, V2)"^, 4^ = (0, -v^)"^ ,
with equal probabilities, then we obtain another first-order layer method which can be rewritten
as the finite difference scheme
4h
4h
,x) (3.42)
with
,x) _ _|
fh 'a-sfh
As one can see, üitk+\,x) on the right-hand side of (3.42) is evaluated at the nodes ix\ x^),
(A:' ±a-\/2h,x'^), and (x',-c^ ±aV2h), i.e. the space discretization step in (3.41) is equal
to O'Jïh.
We recall [14], [18] that convergence theorems for layer methods (in comparison with the
theory of finite difference methods) do not contain any conditions on the stability of their
approximations. Using the layer methods, we do not need to a priori prescribe space nodes;
they are obtained automatically depending on the choice of a probabilistic representation and
a numerical scheme. We note that our results on convergence of the considered layer methods
with order I immediately imply first-order convergence of the corresponding finite difference
schemes (3.41} and (3.42).
To propose the third layer method based on the probabilistic representation (2.16)-(2.18),
we observe that
^ r u'^uds'-^ r u' (3.43)
Approximating the exponent in (3.43) by an Euler-type scheme, we obtain
Qk+\ =cxp(-—^u'^itk+],x)uitk+\,x) u'^itk+\,x)n, (3.44)
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where Ç is the same as in (3.1). The resulting layer method has the form
(3.45)
ilitk,x) = Pvitk,x) + Pfitk, x)h, (3.46)
where
q=\
' ^ ' ^ A (3.47)
and Çi = (1,1,1)"^, . . . , Ç8 = ( - 1 . - 1 - - 1 ) ^ . We note that the layer method (3.45)-(3.47)
can have some computational advantages in comparison with method (3.37)-(3.40) since the
approximation of Q by (3.44) preserves positivity for all ft. Analogously to Proposition 3.1,
we can prove that the layer method (3.45)-(3.47) is of first order.
We note that the layer method (3.45)-(3.47) as well as the layer method (3.5)-(3.7) cannot
be rewritten as a finite difference scheme.
3.4. First-order methods based on the probabilistic representation (2.20)-(2.21)
Using the probabilistic representation (2.20)-(2.21), we consider another first-order method
for NSEs. We apply the explicit Euler scheme with the simplest noise simulation applied to
(2.20):
X,^Atk+^) = x + o^^. (3.48)
Here Ç is the same as in (3.1). Approximating Xt^Atk+\) in (2.21) by X[^Atk+\) from (3.48),
we obtain
uitk,x) = Euitk+], X -\- aVh^) - iuitk+], x), V)uitk+\, x)h -
1
X I ^ + ^%) i < \ , X), V)M(i(t+| , X)h - "^pitk, X)h
q=\
^. (3.49)
Using the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition and taking into account the fact that div u(tk+ i,x-\-
/ = 0, we obtain, from (3.49),
1 ^
uitk,x) = g X «('*+!' ^ + o^^t?) - Pii^itk+\, x), V)uitk+\, x)h -I- Pfitk, x)h
q=\
— P^iuitk+\, x), y)uitk+\, x)h -\- P fitk, x)h — y pitk, x)h
whence
Q
1 - • . . . . . . . , „, ,
, x), v)uitk+], x)hq=x (3.50)
Vp(tk, x)h = -P^(uitk+\, X), ^)uitk+^, x)h + P^fitk,x)h + O(ft2). (3.51)
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Based on (3.50)-(3.51), we propose the following method:
äit^,x) = (pix), (3.52)
] ^
,X + aVh^q) - Piüitk+],x), V)ûitk+\,x)h + Pfitk,x)h, (3.53)
(3-54)
Due to (3.50), the one-step error of method (3.52)-(3.53) is of second order:
— Piuitk+\,x), V)uitk+i,x)h + Pfitk, x)h — uitk, x)
. <Ch\ (3.55)
Analogously to Proposition 3.1, we prove that this method is of first order.
Proposition 3.3. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. We also assume that uitk, x) has derivatives with
respect to x up to some order for x e R", k = N — ],.. .,0, uniformly hounded with respect
to all sufficiently small time steps h. Then method (3.52)-(3.53) is of first order with respect to
the velocity u, ie.
Il«('ít7 •) — uitk, Oil S Ch, (3.56)
where the constant C does not depend on h and k.
Proof Denote the error of method (3.52)-(3.53) on the kth layer as €Ítk,x) := üitk,x) —
uitk,x). Then (3.53) can be rewritten in the form
q=\
q=l
- PÍ6Ítk+i,x),V)üitk+\,x)h- Piuitk+i,x),V)Eitk+i,x)h. (3.57)
We obtain, from (3.55) and (3.57),
^ i. ^ )^ y)uitk+], x)h
q=\
- Piuitk^\, x), V)sitk+x, x)h + Oih^), (3.58)
Introduce
ek:=\\eitk,-)\\.
Thanks to the assumption on the spatial derivatives of ü(/*, jc), we obtain
(3.59)
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Using Assumption 2.1 and the assumption on the spatial derivatives ofuitk, x), it is not difficult
to show that
,x), ,x)h
q=\
(3.60)
q=\
where < Ch^. Analogously to (3.22) from the proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain
(3.61)
The error estimate (3.56) follows from (3.58), (3.59), (3.60), and (3.61). This completes the
proof.
As to the pressure, it can be evaluated according to (3.54), and, under the corresponding
assumptions, inequality (3.27) holds and the discussion before Proposition 3.2 is also valid here.
It is interesting to note the relationship between methods (3.37)-(3.40) and (3.52)-(3.54):
vitk, x) from (3.40) is a finite difference approximation of the term (¿¿(ijt+i, x), '^)ûitk-y\, x)h
in (3.52)-(3.53).
4. Liouvillian methods
Denote by X,,t(s') the phase flow ofthe stochastic differential equations (2.13). LetD/ e M"
be a domain with finite volume. The transformation Xi^is) maps Z), into the domain D^. The
volume V,- of the domain Dg is equal to
D,
i
D, Dix\...,x")
Then, the volume-preserving condition consists of the equality
DiX\s),...,X"is))
Dix\...,x")
In the ease of (2.13) (see [10], [18], and [23]) we have
y(i)=exp(- ï div uis',Xis'))ds'Y
Then, recalling that div w = 0, we conelude that the stochastic system (2.13) is phase volume
preserving (or in other words Liouvillian). LetX^, k = 0,..., N,tk+\—tk = hk+\,tN = to-\-T
be a numerical method for (2.13) based on the one-step approximation X,xit + h), so that
It is clear that a method preserves phase volume (such methods are called Liouvillian [18], [22],
[28]) if its one-step approximation satisfies the equality
= 1.
Taking into account the fact that there are no constructive Liouvillian methods for (2.13) of
dimension 3, we limit our consideration in this section to the two-dimensional NSEs (2.4)-(2.7).
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We apply an implicit phase area-preserving method of weak order 1 from [17] and [18] to
the two-dimensional system (2.13) and obtain the one-step approximation
Xt^:,it-\-h)^X,^At-^fi)=x-huit-hh,ciX^-\-i\-a)x\i\-a)X'^-\-ax^)-\-aVh^, (4.1)
where X = iX\ X^)'^ := X,,^(i-}-/i), the parameter a e [0, I], Ç = (^',^2)"^, and^ ' ,^^
are i.i.d. random variables with law P(Ç' = ± I ) = j . It is known (see, e.g. [17], [18],
and the references therein) that area-preserving integrators have computational advantages
in comparison with usual numerical methods in long-time simulations. Then one can expect
that a layer method based on an area-preserving approximation of the associated stochastic
system has some benefits in comparison, e.g. with the layer method based on the Euler scheme
in Section 3.1.
Following the probabilistic approach, the area-preserving one-step approximation (4.1 ) leads
to a layer method for the NSEs (2.4)-(2.7) of the form
üitN,x) = (pix), (4.2)
vitk,x)=^-J2^(ík+},Xq) (4.3)
q=i
with
X^ . =^-/i«(íjt+,.aX¿ + (l -a)x\i\ -Ci)xl~\-ax'^)+aVh^q, (4.4)
üitk,x) = Pvitk, x) +Pf itk,x)h, (4.5)
x)h = P-^vitk^x) -f- P-^fitk, x)h, k = N-\,...,O, (4.6)
where 1^ = (l,l)' '^, . . . , 4^ = (—!,—1)^. The approximation requires the solution of the
nonlinear equation (4.4) to determine the nodes at whieh the right-hand side of (4.3) is evaluated.
Analogously to Proposition 3.1, we can prove that the layer method (4.2)-(4.6) is of first
order.
5. Second-order method
Let us return to the spatial periodic NSEs (2.4)-(2.7) and to the local probabilistic represen-
tation (2.13)-(2.I4) of its solution which we now write in the form
dX = -uis, X)as -f adWis), Xitk) = x,
dZ = -"7 pis, X) as H- fis, X) as, Zitk) = 0,
uitk,x) = E[uitk+], X,,^Aik+i)) + Zitk+i)]. (5.2)
System (5.1) is a system of equations with additive noise of the form
/
dK = ais, Y)ás-\-J2 Yr <^^r{s), , (5.3)
where / is a <a-dimensional vector, the Wris), r = 1 , . . . , / , are independent standard Wiener
processes , and lUcyr, r = ] , . . . , 1 , are constant ¿/-dimensional vectors. For (5.3), let us write
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the weak Runge-Kutta method of order 2 (the one-step approximation of this method is of third
order):
r = l •- ^ r=]
(5.4)
Here the rjrk, r = 1 , . . . , Z, are independent random variables satisfying
Erjrk = IE»?r* = ^'?rit = 0, ETJ^J^ = 1, ^Vtk = 3'
e.g. tbey can be modeled by the law
P(j7 = 0) = | , P(?7 = ±V^) = ¿. (5.5)
Method (5.4) slightly differs from that given in [18, p. 113].
Applying (5.4) to (5.1), we obtain
rt , r / n
—X + Yl
r=\ ~'- ^ /•=!
h
/ " \ -|
-I- MÍ iit+i, X -f ^^CTr'?/-*^'''^ - huitk+\, x) 1
^ r=\ ^-1
2-.-.,-0, (5.6)
Zk+\ = - - Vpitk, X) -f Vp\tk+\ ,X + Y '^rrirkh^''^ - huitk+\, X)
+ \ \fitk, X) + f\tk+\ ,x + Y ''rrirkh^'^ - huitk+\, x)\\
•.= Z¡^^-^Vpitk,x). (5.7)
In (5.6)-(5.7) n = 2 in the case of two-dimensional NSEs or n = 3 in the case of three-
dimensional NSEs, the T]rk are distributed due to the law (5.5), and a\ = (a, 0)^, CT2 = (0, cr)^
if n = 2 and CTI = (CT, 0, O)""", 02 = (0, cr, 0)"^, 03 = (0, 0, o-)""" if n = 3.
From (5.2) and due to the fact that the one-step error of method (5.6)-(5.7) is Oih^), we
have
uitk,x) = E[uitk+\,Xk+\) + Zk+\] + Oih^)
Xl^,-^uitk,x)) + Zl^^-^Vpitk,x)\ + Oih'^). (5.8)
For simplicity in writing, we limit ourselves to the case n = 2 here. Introduce the vectors
A ] , . . . , A9 corresponding to the sums YLr=\ ^r'Hrk under the different values of the random
variables /jit, ??2* so that
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Denote the corresponding Xj^, and Z^^, by -'^ ^ i^ ^ and Z^^i,^, ^ = 1 , . . . , 9:
- -uitk+i, X + a A^h^^^ - huitk+], X)),
-[Vp(/*+|, X -H orA^/ï'/2 - /i«(ii+i, x))]
h
"*" 2
Their probabilities are
P\ = | , P2 = P3 = PA~ P5= 5- P6 = P7 = PS = P9= 36-
Hence, we obtain, from (5.8),
= 3 «
'^  L
q=V
(5.9)
In (5.9), u(ijt,jc)and Vpitk,x) are unknowns and (5.9) is implicit with respect to «(í¿,x).
The idea of resolving the implicitness consists in using the one-step approximation üitk,x)
ofthe first-order method instead ofthe unknown uitk, x) in (5.9). So, we introduce (see (3.3))
q=\
= ( l , l)"^, Ç2 = (I,-1)"^, f3 = ( - l , l)'^,andÇ4 = ( - 1 , - l ^ » and then (see (3.4))
, x)h.
The error of ù(tk,x) is of O(/i^). Therefore, substituting uitk,x) instead of «(ii, x) into the
right-hand side of (5.9), we obtain the one-step approximation of third order:
\u(tk+i, X¡_^_^ ^ - -üitk,x)
¿I ( ^ ] +
¿
'-hj
(5.10)
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Based on the one-step approxirnation (5.10), we obtain the following method of second
order. Let üiti^,x) and Vp(i/v, x) be determined by the initial data (2.6), i.e.
üitN,x)^ipix), ypitN,x) = Vp'^itN,x), (5.11)
where p'''itN,x) is found exactly using, e.g. the equation of the form (3.23) with (p instead of w.
Let üitk+\, x) and Vpitk+\, x) for some 0 < k < N be known. We proceed to the first-order
method (3.7) and then (3.5) to first obtain
^ ^ (5.12)
q=\
and then obtain
iiitk,x) = Pvitk,x) -f Pfitk, x)h. (5.13)
Following (5.10), we introduce
vitk,x) = -\ü(tk+uX¡^tj - -àitk,x)j -h Z*k+i
where
^''^ \, X -\- aA^h^'^ - hûitk+\,x)).
^ , X) + fitk+\, X -I- CT A,/l'/2 _ hûitk+,, X))].
Now it is natural (see (5.9)) to put
«(ii,x) = vitk,x) - -Wpitk,x), (5.15)
whence
i i i t k , x ) = P v i t k , x ) , - V p i t k , x ) = P ^ v i t k , x ) , k ^ N - ] , . . . , 0 . ( 5 . 1 6 )
Thus, heuristically, we have obtained the method of second order. Let us formulate this in the
following statement without providing a rigorous proof.
Proposition 5.1. Let Assumption 2.1 hold. We also assume that uitk, x) has derivatives with
respect to x up to some order for x e W, k = N —],..., 0, uniformly bounded with respect
to all sufficiently small time steps h. Then in the two-dimensional case method (5.11)-(5.16) is
of second order for the velocity u and it is of first order for the pressure p.
It is not difficult to also derive the second-order method in the three-dimensional (n = 3)
case.
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6. Small viscosity case
The main difficulty for computational practice of NSEs is that in practical problems the
viscosity CT^ is very small (i.e. the Reynolds number Re ~ l/a^ is very large) with the
implication that a computational grid should have a very small spatial mesh size and a very small
time step. In the small viscosity case the Itô system (2.13) is with small additive noise. For
stochastic systems of this type, special weak approximations were proposed in [15]. Applying
these special approximations, layer methods for the Cauchy problem for semilinear PDEs were
proposed in [16]. If the solution of the Cauchy problem is regular (i.e. the solution and its
derivatives are bounded uniformly in CT^; see, e.g. [27] and also [ 18, p. 443] for situations when
such an assumption holds) then it turns out that errors of these proposed methods have the
form of Oih'' + a'h^), where p > ^, / > 0, and /i is a step of time discretization. Owing
to the fact that the accuracy order of such methods is equal to a comparatively small q, they
are not too complicated, while due to the large p and the small factor a' at h^, their errors are
fairly low and, therefore, these methods are highly efficient. In [16] we tested these methods
on the Burgers equation with small viscosity and on the generalized KPP equation with a small
parameter. The tests gave quite good results not only in regular cases but also in singular cases.
In this section we exploit the results of [ 15] and [ 16] in order to construct a specific layer method
for NSEs with small viscosity.
Let us use the probabilistic representation (2.13)-(2.I4). Applying the Rungc-Kutta weak
scheme with the one-step error 0(/i^ -\-a'^h'^) (see [18, p. 196]) to system (2.13), we obtain
h ^ ^ h ^
= X uitk,x) «(/ít+i, J: — hti{tkJi.\, x)) + ay/hË, (6.1)
2 2
whereÇ = (Ç', f^ , 1"^)^, Ç', | ^ , ^^ are i.i.d. random variables with the lawF(Ç' = ±1) = ^,
i = 1,2,3. Besides, the equalities
IE I ^pis, X,. xis))as ~ -iVpitk,x) + ^pitk+i, X — huitk+],x))), (6.2)
Jtt 2
^))) (6.3)
hold with the same error O(/i^ -{- a^h^).
Substituting Ä',j,x(ijt+i) from (6.1) into (2.14) instead of ^,^.^(£¿+1), using (6.2) and (6.3),
and evaluating the expectation exactly, we obtain
1 ^ / /i h
uitk,x) = -2^u{ik+\,x- -uitk,x)- -u
q=\ ^ "^ ^
h
i ^ ( ) V ( \ , X - h u i í k + \ , x ) ) )
^ \-a^h^). (6.4)
Equality (6.4) is implicit with respect to « = uitk,x). Let us assume (for a while) that
uiik+\, x), Vpitk, x), and Vpitk-\-], x) are known and rewrite (6.4) in the form
u = <t>iu; X, h, tk) +
where O is a known function determined by (6.4).
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Consider the equality , \ /.
v = ^iv;x,h,tk). (6.5)
One ean use the method of simple iteration for solving (6.5) and show that
v-u =
If we take «(i^+i, x) as a null iteration v^^\ the first iteration D '^^  = <I>(i;^ ''^ ; x, h, tk) provides
the one-step error Oih^) only. One can show that by applying the second iteration v^^^ =
Í>(D^'^; X, h, tk) we obtain
I, - 1,(2) ^ (5(^3)^ ^ _ ^(2) ^
The first iteration has a eomparatively complicated form. It is not diffieult to prove that if one
takes the simpler expression
ù(')(it,x) = uitk+i, X - huitk+\,x)) - hVpitk+\,x) + hfitk+\, x)
instead ofthe first iteration i;('^  (note that to achieve the overall one-step aecuracy
it is suffieient to have ¿('^ with accuracy Oih^ -\- a^h)), then the iteration
Q
v'-^\tk,x) = - ^ MÍ fi+1, X - :^v
q=\ ^
I*
^ , x) - -uitk+i, X - huitk+i, x)) -t- CT
^i'^Pitk,x) -t- Vpitk+i, X - huitk+i, x)))
( / ( ) / ( h i \ , x)))
satisfies
i.e.
Q
1
uitk,x) = -Y'*
q=\
h
- -
+ -ifitk,x) + fitk+i,x -huitk+\,x)))
It is natural that a method based on this one-step approximation is of order Oih^-\-a^h). Also,
note that
A, x) = uitk+\, X - huitk+\, x)) - hVpitk+\, x) -\- hfitk+\,x)
= Puitk+\, X - huitk+x, x)) + hPfitk+\, x).
Let M(<Af, x) and Vpitf^, x) be determined by the initial data (2.6), i.e.
where p'''itN,x) is found exaetly using, e.g. the equation of the form (3.23) with (p instead of«.
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At the next time layers we have
i i i t k , x ) = Pvitk, x ) , - V p i t k , x ) = P ^ v i t k , x ) , k = N - ] , . . . , 0 , ( 6 . 7 )
where
^ ^ Í h^ h
vitk,x) = -2_^uUk+],x - -uitk,x) - -u
h h
- xVp(í)t+i,JC -hûitk+\,x))-^-ifitk,x)-\- fitk+],x - huitk+],x)))
and
uitk,x) = Püitk+\,x -hüitk+i,x))-\-hPfitk+\,x).
We showed that the one-step error in approximating the velocity by method (6.6)-(6.7) is
Oih^ -\- a^h^), which, analogously to convergence results in previous sections, leads to the
global error of order O(/i^ -f- cr^h). We formulate the corresponding statement below without
providing a rigorous proof.
Proposition 6.1. Let Assumption 2.1 hold, and let üitk,x) and its spatial derivatives up to a
sufficiently high order he uniformly hounded. Then method (6.6)-(6.7) has the global error for
the velocity u estimated as
where the constant C does not depend on h, a^, and k. For the pressure, inequality (3.27)
holds.
We note that the method (6.6)-(6.7) is of first order for the velocity u and, naturally, it is
simpler than the second-order method (5.11)-(5.16). At the same time, for sufficiently small
viscosity a^ the accuracy of method (6.6)-(6.7) can be comparable with the accuracy of (5.11 ) -
(5.16).
7. Numerical algorithms
Practical implementation of the layer methods (3.37)-(3.40) and (3.52)-(3.54) is straight-
forward and efficient. As an example, below we give such an algorithm in the case of method
(3.37)-{3.40). The other layer methods proposed in this paper require a more sophisticated
implementation. For this purpose, let us discuss, for instance, the first-order method (3.5)-(3.7)
proposed in [1]. One can introduce the space discretization x'- = jL/K, j = 0 , \,..., K — 1,
/ = 1,2,3, and complement the layer method with an interpolation (e.g. trigonometric
interpolation or linear interpolation) to get the values vitk, Xj) at each time layer, as has been
done in the implementation of layer methods for semilinear PDEs [14], [18]. Then one can
accurately compute Fourier coefficients corresponding to vitk,Xj) (preferably for the sake of
efficiency, making use of the fast Fourier transform) and project this approximate v on the
divergence free space. To maintain a sufficient accuracy, this implementation apparently has
comparatively large computational costs. The other possibility of implementing (3.5)-(3.7)
is to expand äitk+\,x — Uitk+i,x)h H- ayfh^q) from (3.7) in h around x -\-a^/h^q. The
resulting approximation will coincide with (3.52)-(3.54), whose practical realization is simple
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and efficient. At the same time, we note that further development of numerical algorithms for
layer methods like (3.5)-(3.7) together with their numerical testing is needed.
The layer method (3.37)-(3.40) can be practically realized by the following algorithm which,
for simplicity, we write here in the two-dimensional (n = 2) and zero force ( / = 0) case. We
choose a positive integer M as a cutoff frequency and write the approximation solution at the
time tk as the partial sum
M - l M - l
"(i*.^)= E E Ûnitk)c'^'''^'^^"''\ • (7.1)
«I =—M «2=—M
where « = (ni, n2)^. Furthermore, we have
4 M - l AÍ-1 4
9=1
M - l M - l
q=\ «1=-M«2=—M q = \
Then
M - l A/-1
= E E "«(i*)e
« 1 = - M « 2 = - M
where
« „ ( f * ) : = ¿ „ ( i * + i ) 1 ¿ e ^ ; .
Note that M„ is a 2 x 2 matrix. Let
AÍ-I M-l
àitk,x):= J2 E "«(i*)e'^ ''^ /'^ ^"-^ ^ (7.2)
n\=~-M n2=—M
Then
We obtain the algorithm
Vft
««(ÍM) = ^n, Unitk) = Unitk) iPvitk,x))n, (7.3)
a
where
and
Vnitk) = iuitk,x)Ü(tk+\,x))n; PnQk) = " 2
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To find Vnitk), one can either multiply two partial sums of the form (7.1) and (7.2) or exploit
the fast Fourier transform in the usual fashion (see, e.g. [2]) to speed up the algorithm.
Algorithm (7.3) can be viewed as analogous to spectral methods [2], [26]. It is interesting
that the layer method (3.37)-(3.38), (3.40) is related, on the one hand, to a finite difference
scheme (see the discussion in Section 3.3) and, on the other hand, to spectral methods.
We note that it is straightforward to practically realize the layer method (3.52)-(3.54) by an
algorithm analogous to algorithm (7.3). The realization of (3.52)-(3.54) requires evaluating
derivatives of the approximate solution H(ÍA+I , x), whieh is not dilTicult to do in the considered
periodic ease.
We remark that the error introduced by the cutoff of frequencies in (7.1) is, in general, a
major problem for any direct simulation method of NSEs (see, e.g. [2], [4], and [32]). We do
not consider this problem here.
8. Numerical experiments
Consider the two-dimensional system of NSEs (2.4)-<2.7) with (see, e.g. [29])
/ 27lKX 2nKX ^ 27lKX . 271KX\ ^^ ,^
fit,x) — 0, (pix) = I Asm cos— , - / \ c o s — sm — 1 (8.1)
y L, L LI LJ J
for«- € Zand A € R. It is easy to check that problem (2.4)-(2.7), (8.1) has the exact solution
e o s — exp - Í T N — — iT-t)], (8.2a)
L \ \ L J J
2nKX^ 271K x'^ ( ^ í l n K \ , ^ \ ,„ ^ ^ ,
t, x) = -A cos — - — sin — exp -orM - — (T - i) K (8.2b)
L L \ \ L / /
o s e x p Í
h L \ \ L J
^ lnK
cos -Heos j exp( -2cr^ l -^J (T-OJ- (8.2c)
As one can see, initial condition (8.1) and the zero-force result in solution (8.2) which has
only those modes which are present in the initial condition. It is interesting that the new layer
method (3.37)-(3.38), (3.40) also possesses this property: the approximate solution obtained
by algorithm (7.3) has only those modes whieh are present in <pix).
Proposition 8.1. The approximate solution of the problem (2.4H2.7), (8.1) obtained by
algorithm (7.3) contains only those modes which are present in the initial condition <pix).
Proof. For convenience, we first rewrite solution (8.2) in exponential form. To this end, let
us consider the solution of (2.4)-(2.7) which can be written as the sum of four modes, i.e.
+ <2(0e-'^^^^''^^"''^\ (8.3)
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and
rt' =Ke\, n^ = Ke2, u„\it) = arit)e2, u^iit) = ßrit)e\,
( a 2 í - ^ j iT - t)
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with
We note that the orthogonality of «„i (i) and n' and of «„2(i) and «^ implies that «(i, x) from
(8.3) is divergence free (see (2.3)). Furthermore, it is easy to eheck that uit,x) from (8.3)
together with the corresponding pressure pit, x) is a solution of (2.4)-(2.7) with / = 0 and
the initial condition equal to uiT, x) from (8.3). One can see that (pix) from (8.1) coincides
with uiT, x) from (8.3) when
« = ^ = i . (8.4)
Suppose that the approximate velocity from algorithm (7.3) can be written in the form (8.3)-
(8.4), i.e.
(2"/^)("''^) (8.5)
with some eomplex A.] and X2. Note that the initial condition in (8.1) guarantees that M(Í/V, X)
is of the form (8.5) with the appropriate X] and X2. Recall that
vitk, x) = -Y 7
q=\
with 11 = —Ç2 = e\ and I3 = —14 = e2- Introduce a^ := Ç^M(it+i, x). We have
-a, =
Furthermore,
-f
and we obtain
2
, X - I - Jûitk+], X)
Calculating 5Z^_3 M(ÍÍ+I , x -|- a
vitk,x) = ié'^^"
^üitk+\, x) analogously, we arrive at
-I-
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Clearly, Pvitk, x) = 0 (see (2.3)), and, therefore.
} uitk+\,X-\-Cf^/h^a)P
4
1 v ^ _ /— V / l
Uitk,x) = - } uitk+\,X-\-Cf^/h^a)
4 ^^ a
q=\
Then
q=\
i.e. üitk,x) is of the form (8.5). Hence, the required property is proved.
Here we test algorithm (7.3) on example (2.4)-(2.7), (8.1). We consider the following
relative errors in Fourier space for the velocity and pressure, respectively:
(8.6)
Ln \^nitk)\
and
Prr (t \ — T.n\Pnitk) - Pn{tk)\
eiTXi) (8.7)
TTie results of the tests are presented in Tables 1 and 2. We observe the first order of
convergence both in the velocity and pressure. The experiment confirms the theoretically
proved first order of eonvergence for the velocity. In the case of the pressure we conjectured
first-order convergence but rigorously proved the order 2 / 3 . In the experiment we observe
first order of convergence for the pressure as well. We also see that the relative errors of this
algorithm are very small, even for large frequencies K.
TABLB 1: Relative errors at/ = 0 in simulation of problem (2.4)-(2.7), (8.1) with CT = 0 . I , A ' = 1 , ¿ = 1,
and y = 3 by algorithm (7.3) with N = A and various time steps h. The corresponding exaet solution is
found due to (8.2).
h
0.20
0.10
0.05
0.02
0.01
Velocity
0.016
0.0078
0.0039
0.0016
0.0008
Pressure
0.078
0.038
0.019
0.0074
0.004
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TABLE 2: Relative errors at / = 0 in siniulation of problem (2.4)-(2.7), (8.1) with a = 0.01, K = 10,
L = 1, and 7" = 2 by algorithm (7.3) with N = 20 and various time steps h. The corresponding exact
solution is found due to (8.2).
h
0.20
0.10
0.05
0.02
0.01
Velocity
0.0106
0.0052
0.0026
0.0010
0.0005
Pressure
0.089
0.043
0.021
0.008
0.004
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have constructed a number of new layer methods for NSEs with spatial
periodic boundary conditions. We obtained new first-order layer methods, among them those
which are based on different probabilistic representations than those used in [1], methods
preserving the phase volume, and methods specifically designed for small viscosity. A second-
order method was also proposed. Layer methods can be viewed as alternatives to the traditional
finite element, spectral, and finite difference methods. We performed some numerical tests
on a simple model of laminar flow and obtained promising results. At the same time, further
development of numerical algorithms and their testing are required.
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